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VitalWOOD
THE WORLD’S ONLY
WOODEN SPRING
MATTRESS
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THE REBIRTH OF
NATURAL SLEEP

We have been manufacturing bedroom
furniture for 22 years. Being committed
to the culture of bioharmonious sleep,
we have always liked to work with
organic materials which provide a
perfect night’s rest due to their positive
effects.

As a result of the research of almost
10 years, we opened a new chapter in
natural sleeping culture with the
VitalWOODTM mattresses, introduced in
2011.

The appropriate materials are paired
with unique and inventive structural
solutions. Our ever widening anatomic
and ergonomic knowledge gained over
22 years makes possible our only having
beds in our product range which
guarantee outstanding comfort and a
healthy sleeping environment.

We developed a metal-free mattress
range and bed system, which provide
perfect spine support, bodyline mapping,
ventilation and a neutral electromagnetic sleeping environment due to
the wooden coil springs.
Unique in the world.
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YOU CAN
ONLY
SLEEP
CALMLY
IF NOTHING
DISTURBS
YOU

VITALWOOD

ELECTROSMOG-FREE
ENVIRONMENT
In the majority of beds with metal sprung
mattresses, the springs behave as small
magnets. Their fields push and pull each
other at the same time. These fields can
easily create uneven magnetic fields.
Although the magnetic and
electromagnetic radiation is invisible,
their presence still causes unrest within
our inner system. Researchers know this
condition as “disturbed” sleep, which
may result in blood supply, circulatory or
metabolism problems, high blood
pressure or increased excreta subsidence.
VitalWOOD® mattresses use wooden
coil springs instead of metal springs in
Uniquely in VitalWOOD®
mattresses wooden coil springs
are used instead of metal springs
in order to provide an
undisturbed environment
for a truly peaceful rest.
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order to provide an undisturbed
environment for a truly peaceful rest! The
base material for wooden coil springs is
beech wood which is compressed and
formed through a special process.
The beech wooden coil springs,
produced under a process unique

throughout the world, regain their shape
100% even after 120.000 pressings,
i.e. the simulation of 30 years use and
guarantee a three times longer life span.
Even more important is the advantage of
not collecting and amplifying harmful
radiation from the environment.

LEARN MORE ABOUT ELECTROSMOG:
www.vitalwood.com/research
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IT IS
BETTER TO
LEAVE THE
DAY’S
STRESS
OUTSIDE
THE BED

VITALWOOD

SPINE PROTECTION WITH
ANATOMICALLY ACTIVE
WOODEN COIL
SPRING SYSTEM

The core of VitalWOOD®
mattresses made with
AWS TechnologyTM, takes the
weight off your spine perfectly,
thus you and your muscles,
which are in a state of
tension throughout the day,
can rest at night.
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At night the body requires deep, relaxing
sleep. When you close your eyes, at first
your heart rate and breathing slow
down. The muscles still work similarly to
the waking condition at this stage. In
order to fall asleep, muscle tension must
decrease and the support muscles
running along the spine also need to
relax.
This is only possible if the role of
these support muscles is taken over by
your bed, which follows the shape of
your spine, thus providing stable and
flexible support to the body at each and
every point.

In addition to the wooden coil
springs, the process by which the springs
are incorporated into the mattresses also
makes VitalWOOD® mattresses truly
special. The innovation developed by us
through the AWS (Anatomical Wooden
SpringTM) technology sees the
distribution and arrangement of the
wooden coil springs being based on
anatomic considerations. The wooden
coil springs embedded within a special
shell-type structure are capable of
independent movement and take the
body weight evenly relieving the spine,
thus enabling the revitalisation of discs
and muscles.
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DREAMS
CAN
REALLY FLY
WHEN YOU
FEEL
WEIGHTLESS

VITALWOOD

INTELLIGENT BODY
CONTOURING IN
EVERY POSITION

The extra sensitive comfort layers of VitalWOOD® mattresses
cushion the body like a cradle.
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When you relax and fall asleep, your
body remains motionless for lengthy
periods of time. However, beneath the
skin in the blood and lymphatic systems
important processes are taking place.
Much like a giant conveyor belt, useful
and excess materials are transported
through the vessels of the body. This
process may drastically slow down or
even come to a complete halt in a badly
selected bed. In this case torpidity often

appears to which you will respond by
unintended tossing and turning. If this
reoccurs several times during the night,
your body will be unable to regenerate
and you will awaken in the morning
fatigued.
Much like in your vessels, a two
directional process takes place in the
intelligent comfort layers beneath the
cover of VitalWOOD® mattresses. The
pressure created upon the mattress

surface is directed away by the comfort
layers towards the load bearing wooden
coil sprung mattress core, which reacts
with appropriate flexibility to the
pressure. Regardless of your sleeping
position, the VitalWOOD® mattresses
perfectly map your bodyline irrespective
of your body weight, and by eliminating
the high pressure points, they provide
free pathway for the metabolism and
protect your sensitive joints.
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EVEN
BREATHING
LEADS TO A
GOOD
NIGHT’S
SLEEP

VITALWOOD

UNIQUE STRUCTURE WITH
CONTINUOUS VENTILATION

Due to the carefully selected
materials and unique structural
solutions VitalWOOD®
mattresses breathe with you.
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The temperature of our bodies is highest
at around 9 p.m. and gradually decreases
after falling asleep, rising upwards and
returning to its normal value at around 5
a.m. As a consequence of these temperature changes the body generates
600–800 ml of moisture nightly. If the
body is unable to decrease its core temperature or if you are too warm, too cold
or your bed cannot divert the moisture,
you will be unable to sleep well.

Due to the materials we use and the
unique structural solutions VitalWOOD®
mattresses breathe with you. We use
carefully selected materials which adjust
to your sleeping phases and are able to
regulate temperature and moisture. In
order to derive the maximum benefit
from these intelligent materials, we considered internal ventilation as an important aspect during the development of
our mattresses. VitalWOOD® mattresses

take a breath with every movement: the
air within the mattress bodies start to
flow by compressing the wooden coil
sprung inlay providing fast and continuous ventilation in the mattress by flowing
through the ventilation channels which
enmesh the body of the mattress.
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VITALWOOD

®

VitalWOOD
CRADLE
BIO-BOXSPRING BEDS
THE NEWEST
GENERATION OF
BOXSPRING BEDS
WITHOUT METAL
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VITALWOOD

VitalWOOD®
CRADLE
BIO-BOXSPRING BEDS

VITALWOOD

The electrosmog-free VitalWOOD CRADLE bio-boxspring beds represent the latest
generation of upholstered beds and boxspring beds. Due to carefully selected
materials, meticulous handwork as well as the entirely metal-free and the
worldwide innovative structural solution, VitalWOOD CRADLE bio-boxspring beds
elevate the bio-harmonic sleep culture to a higher level.
The popularity of VitalWOOD CRADLE bio-boxspring beds is due to the metal-free
design, the harmony of construction elements that guarantee unique comfort and
durability as well as the elegance of reflecting the bio-harmonic sleep culture.

VitalWOOD CRADLE
FOUNDATIONS
The specialty of the VitalWOOD CRADLE
intelligent foundation is that it is made of
with the installation of double line
wooden slat in lays instead of the usual
metal springs. The double lined slat inlay
with different rigidity in the shoulder,
waist and hip zones provides extra
support both to the mattress and the
human body lying on it, thus the
VitalWOOD CRADLE provides unique
comfort.
You can find the size range of the foundations made of
solid pinewood cross braces and natural cotton cover with
a choice of fabric and legs on pages 54 and 55 of the
catalogue.
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VitalWOOD CRADLE
HEADBOARDS
Reflecting bioharmony, the unique
looking headboards are all made with
a 100% natural fabric cover with an
excellent touch that you can wash at
30 °C and can iron as well. The
headboards are manufactured with a
stable internal structure and solid
pinewood bracing, with a metal-free
solid beech connectors attached to the
bed corpus. The headboards made by
hand meticulously can be ordered with a
variety of surface and design, patterns
and thickness.
You can find additional information about the technical
parameters of the VitalWOOD CRADLE bio-boxspring
headboards and our variety of fabric based on the
selection of Villanova Geneva Vintage on pages 54 and 55
of the catalogue.

VitalWOOD
MATTRESSES
The VitalWOOD mattresses that you can
choose for your bio-boxspring bed
contain wooden coil springs made of
soild beech wood in their core part,
allocated accordingto anatomical
aspects, with comfort layers attached to
them on both sides, which release the
spine, do not create high pressure points
on the surface of the body and guarantee
a perfect air circulation and a moisture
absoprtion.

VitalWOOD
TOPPERS
Your night's rest can be further improved
with the topper mattresses that you
can choose for the VitalWOOD bioboxspring beds. Considering the aspects
of sleep comfort and sleep climate, the
toppers used can improve body
countouring, joint protection, as well as
heat and moisture absorption according
to individual needs.
You can find further information on the optional
toppers for VitalWOOD bio-boxspring beds on
pages 50 and 51 of the catalogue.

You can find details of the mattress types that you can
choose for VitalWOOD bio-boxspring beds on pages 34-47
of the catalogue and you can find technical information on
the mattress models on pages 56 and 57.
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VitalWOOD
WATTLE
BIO-BOXSPRING
BED

Classic style
headboard with
headboard skirt
and oak button decorations,
8 cm thick

With legs made of solid wood with
optional shape and material
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Standard variety of fabrics - 100% cotton / linen

VITALWOOD
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VITALWOOD

Classic style headboard with cross-shaped, double needle, sewn pattern, 8 cm thick

With legs made of solid wood with
optional shape and material
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Standard variety of fabrics - 100% cotton / linen

VitalWOOD
AMIRA
BIO-BOXSPRING
BED
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VITALWOOD

Classic style headboard with deep pinned pattern, 10 cm thick

With legs made of solid wood with
optional shape and material
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Standard variety of fabrics - 100% cotton / linen

VitalWOOD
PRESTIGE
BIO-BOXSPRING
BED
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VITALWOOD

Modern style headboard with foam stuffed surface structure cut to shape and sewn, 15 cm thick

With legs made of solid wood with
optional shape and material
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Standard variety of fabrics - 100% cotton / linen

VitalWOOD
LINE
BIO-BOXSPRING
BED
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VITALWOOD

Minimal style headboard with rounded corners, 8 cm thick

With legs made of solid wood with
optional shape and material
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Standard variety of fabrics - 100% cotton / linen

VitalWOOD
SIMPLY
BIO-BOXSPRING
BED
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VITALWOOD

Modern style headboard with rib structured, arched, backward curving structure, 12/7 cm thick

With legs made of solid wood with
optional shape and material
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Standard variety of fabrics - 100% cotton / linen

VitalWOOD
BOW
BIO-BOXSPRING
BED
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VITALWOOD

Exclusive style headboard with massive rib structure, with hand stitched and decorated lining surface
structure, 8 cm thick

With legs made of solid wood with
optional shape and material
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Standard variety of fabrics - 100% cotton / linen

VitalWOOD
ROMANTIC
BIO-BOXSPRING
BED
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VitalWOOD
DOVE
BIO-BOXSPRING
BED

Exclusive style
curved headboard with
double needle sewing and
a unique embroidery made with
25,000 stitches, 8 cm thick

With legs made of solid wood with
optional shape and material
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Standard variety of fabrics - 100% cotton / linen

VITALWOOD
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VITALWOOD

®

VitalWOOD
MATTRESSES
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VitalWOOD
PERFECT SPRING
MATTRESS

VITALWOOD

SPINE PROTECTION AND WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION:
• electrosmog-free, handmade mattress with
AWST™, featuring bore holes in an air
circulating, high density, medium firm cold
foam core
• high elasticity, R-grade cold foam weight
distribution and firm cold foam protective
layers
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COMFORT AND HYGIENE:
• soft Malva Foam cold foam lying surface made
and coloured of pressed vegetable oils
• air circulating inner structure
• air conditioning and antistatic natural cotton
inner lining
• antistatic, wetness absorbing natural mattress
cover with a pleasant touch

MATERIALS:
• air circulating, high density, medium hard
cold foam core featuring bore holes, embedded
in highly flexible, R-grade cold foam and hard
cold foam comfort and protection layers
• organic, steamed and compressed, electrosmog-free beech springs
• soft, monozone Malva Foam cold foam lying
surface with pressed vegetable oils and mixed
colours
• natural cotton interior lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness absorbing natural
mattress cover, made of 30% cotton and 70%
viscose ROOT Exclusive mattress cover quilted
with natural viscose that can be washed at
max. 60 °C

VitalWOOD
PERFECT SPRING
Our PERFECT SPRING models are made
exclusively of the latest generation of
cold foam materials manufactured with
natural processes. They provide dynamic
support and perfect weight distribution
even at the critical waist and hips zone
due to the electrosmog-free mattress
core with wooden coil springs embedded

into high density, adequately stable,
medium hard cold foam.
The soft Malva Foam cold foam lying
surface mixed with pressed vegetable oils
and the R-grade cold foam weight
distribution layer pamper the resting
body with unrivalled body line mapping
and sleep comfort.
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VitalWOOD
PERFECT SPRING ROYAL
MATTRESS

SPINE PROTECTION AND WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION:
• electrosmog-free, handmade mattress with
AWST™, featuring bore holes in an air
circulating, medium firm ERGOLATTEX core
• Biogreen cold foam shoulder zone pads
• high elasticity, R-grade cold foam weight
distribution and firm cold foam comfort layers
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VITALWOOD

COMFORT AND HYGIENE:
• double sided design
• the 'SOFT' side is a soft, coloured Malva Foam
cold foam lying surface mixed with pressed
vegetable oils
• the 'MEDIUM' side is a medium firm lying
surface providing strong support
• air circulating inner structure
• air conditioning and antistatic natural cotton
inner lining
• antistatic, wetness absorbing natural mattress
cover with a pleasant touch

MATERIALS:
• air circulating, high density, medium firm
ERGOLATTEX core featuring bore holes,
embedded in highly flexible, R-grade cold foam
and hard cold foam comfort and protection
layers
• Biogreen cold foam shoulder zone pads with
special forming
• organic, steamed and compressed,
electrosmog-free beech springs
• soft, coloured Malva Foam cold foam lying
surface mixed with pressed vegetable oils and
medium-hard cold foam lying surfaces
• natural cotton interior lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness absorbing natural
mattress cover, made of 30% cotton and
70% viscose ROOT Exclusive mattress cover
quilted with natural viscose that can be washed
at max. 60 °C

VitalWOOD
PERFECT SPRING ROYAL
Our PERFECT SPRING ROYAL models are
two sided, rotating mattresses made with
an increased core size. The electro smogfree beech wood springs are in an
ERGOLATEX core made from latex and
cold foam. Extra comfort is provided by

the soft, inclusive Malva and the Biogreen
shoulder zone pads besides the medium
hard cold foam lying surface on the other
side of the mattress.
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VitalWOOD
BIOSPRING
MATTRESS

VITALWOOD

SPINE PROTECTION AND WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION:
• electrosmog-free, handmade mattress with
AWST™, featuring bore holes in an air
circulating, natural latex core
• latex comfort layers with zones, providing
optimum weight distribution
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COMFORT AND HYGIENE:
• profiled natural latex lying surface divided into
five zones
• air circulating inner structure
• air conditioning and antistatic natural cotton
inner lining
• antistatic, wetness absorbing natural mattress
cover with a pleasant touch

MATERIALS:
• air circulating, medium firm natural latex core
(75 kg / m3), featuring bore holes
• Organic, steamed and compressed,
electrosmog-free beech springs
• profiled natural latex lying surface divided into
five zones (65 kg / m3)
• natural cotton lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness absorbing natural
mattress cover, made with 30% cotton and
70% viscose ROOT Exclusive mattress cover
quilted with natural viscose that can be washed
at max. 60 °C

VitalWOOD
BIOSPRING
Our BIOSPRING models are made with the
cornerstone of natural sleep culture,
natural latex. The electro smog-free
beech springs allocated considering
anatomical aspects, embedded in a high
density natural latex core guarantee

perfect weight distribution and dynamic
support, whereas the less dense, profiled,
natural latex lying surface with zones
provides elastic body inclusion and
adequate protection of joints.
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VitalWOOD
BIOSPRING ROYAL
MATTRESS

SPINE PROTECTION AND WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION:
• electrosmog-free, handmade mattress with
AWST ™, featuring bore holes in an air
circulating, natural latex core
• latex comfort layers with zones, providing
optimum weight distribution
• compressed coconut fiber reinforcement layers
of different thicknesses in the delicate waist
zone
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VITALWOOD

COMFORT AND HYGIENE:
• double sided design
• the 'SOFT' side is a profiled, natural latex lying
surface divided into 5 firmness zones, with a 1
cm thick compressed natural latex and coconut
fiber weight distribution and stabilizing layer
• the 'MEDIUM' side is a profiled, natural latex
lying surface divided into 5 hardness zones,
with a 3 cm thick compressed natural latex and
coconut fiber weight distribution and
stabilizing layer
• air circulating inner structure
• air conditioning and antistatic natural cotton
inner lining
• antistatic, wetness absorbing natural mattress
cover with a pleasant touch

MATERIALS:
• air circulating, medium hard natural latex core
(75 kg / m3), featuring bore holes
• Organic, steamed and compressed,
electrosmog-free beech springs
• profiled natural latex and lying surfaces
divided into five zones (65 kg / m3) profiled
natural latex and compressed coconut fiber
weight distribution and stabilizing layers
divided into three zones
• natural cotton lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness absorbing natural
mattress cover, made with 30% cotton and
70% viscose ROOT Exclusive mattress cover
stitched with natural wool that can be washed
at max. 60 °C

VitalWOOD
BIOSPRING ROYAL
Our BIOSPRING ROYAL models have a
rotating design with two sides made with
latex-coconut fiber layers that provide
more sophisticated weight distribution
and different hardness: between the high
density natural latex core which has
embedded electrosmog-free beech

springs and the natural latex lying
surfaces that provide comfortable body
inclusion there are protection layers
divided into three zones, made from
natural latex and compressed coconut
fibres.
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VitalWOOD
PRIME SPRING
MATTRESS

VITALWOOD

SPINE PROTECTION AND WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION:
• electrosmog-free, handmade mattress with
AWST™, featuring bore holes in an air
circulating, 100% natural MAYAN GREEN
latex core
• 100% natural MAYAN GREEN latex comfort
layers with zones, providing optimum weight
distribution
• compressed coconut fiber reinforcement and
protection layer running through the whole
surface of the body
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COMFORT AND HYGIENE:
• 100% natural medium hard MAYAN GREEN
latex core (80 kg/m3) divided into five different
hardness zones, featuring bore holes, with air
circulation
• air circulating interior
• air conditioning and antistatic natural cotton
inner lining
• antistatic, wetness absorbing natural mattress
cover with a pleasant touch

MATERIALS:
• air circulating, medium hard 100% natural
MAYAN GREEN latex core (80 kg / m3),
featuring bore holes
• organic, steamed and compressed,
electrosmog-free beech springs
• 100% natural MAYAN GREEN latex lying surface
divided into five zones (70 kg / m3)
• compressed coconut fiber weight distribution
and stabilizing layer
• natural cotton inner lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness and air absorbing
100% cotton LUGANO Natural mattress cover,
stitched with natural wool that cannot be
washed but can be dry cleaned

VitalWOOD
PRIME SPRING
Our PRIME SPRING models are
characterized by material usage without
compromises. The solid beech wooden
springs are unique in the world as they
provide keeping their form in 100% even
after 120,000 compressions, which are in
the mattress core featuring bore holes,
made of MAYAN GREEN natural latex,

which is famous for its quality. The lying
surface and the bottom comfort layer of
our mattresses are made of 100% natural
MAYAN GREEN latex, so the whole
mattress, including the stabilizing coconut
fiber sheet and the interior cotton cover,
proclaims the bioharmonic sleep culture
without compromises.
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VitalWOOD
PRIME SPRING ROYAL
MATTRESS

SPINE PROTECTION AND WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION:
• electrosmog-free, handmade mattress with
AWST™, featuring bore holes in an air
circulating, 100% natural MAYAN GREEN
latex core
• 100% natural MAYAN GREEN latex comfort
layers with zones, providing optimum weight
distribution, with increased thickness
• compressed coconut fiber reinforcement and
protection layer running through the whole
surface of the body
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VITALWOOD

COMFORT AND HYGIENE:
• double sided design
• the 'SOFT' side is a 100% natural MAYAN
GREEN latex lying surface, divided into 5
different hardness zones
• the 'MEDIUM' side is a 100% natural MAYAN
GREEN latex lying surface, divided into
5 different hardness zones with a compressed
coconut fiber reinforcement and protection
layer running through the whole surface of the
body
• air circulating inner structure
• air conditioning and antistatic natural cotton
inner lining
• antistatic, wetness absorbing natural mattress
cover with a pleasant touch

MATERIALS:
• air circulating, medium hard 100% natural
MAYAN GREEN latex core (80 kg / m3),
featuring bore holes
• organic, steamed and compressed,
electrosmog-free beech springs
• 100% natural MAYAN GREEN latex lying
surfaces divided into five zones (70 kg / m3)
• compressed coconut fiber weight distribution
and stabilizing layer
• natural cotton inner lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness and air absorbing
100% cotton LUGANO Natural mattress cover,
stitched with natural wool that cannot be
washed but can be dry cleaned

VitalWOOD
PRIME SPRING ROYAL
Our PRIME SPRING ROYAL models have a
rotating design with two sides in
accordance with the „ROYAL” form,
manufactured with an increased core size.
The organic beech springs and the 100%
natural MAYAN GREEN latex provide

unique spine support and joint protection,
with the thicker 100% natural MAYAN
GREEN latex lying layers with diffrent
hardness which adds to the experience of
perfect body inclusion.
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VitalWOOD
MASTERPIECE
MATTRESS

VITALWOOD

SPINE PROTECTION AND WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION:
• electrosmog-free, handmade mattress with
AWST™, featuring bore holes in an air
circulating, natural latex core
• 100% natural MAYAN GREEN latex comfort
layers, providing optimum weight distribution,
with different thicknesses
• 100% natural coconut fiber reinforcement and
protection layer running through the whole
surface of the body
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COMFORT AND HYGIENE:
• 100% natural MAYAN GREEN latex lying surface
with flexible points
• comfort enhancing Swiss cembra pine shavings
and organic layers of stitched wool
• air circulating inner structure
• air conditioning and antistatic natural cotton
inner lining
• antistatic, wetness absorbing natural mattress
cover with a pleasant touch

MATERIALS:
• air circulating, medium hard natural latex core
(75 kg / m3), featuring bore holes
• organic, steamed and compressed,
electrosmog-free beech springs
• 100% natural MAYAN GREEN latex lying surface
with flexible points (60 kg / m3)
• 100% natural MAYAN GREEN latex comfort
layer with flexible points (70 kg / m3)
• 100% natural compressed coconut fiber
stabilizing and protecting layer
• antibacterial and soothing stone pine chips
• heat and wetness absorbing, organic stitched
wool layer
• natural cotton inner lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness absorbing natural
mattress cover, made with 30% cotton and
70% viscose ROOT Exclusive mattress cover
hand sewn with natural cotton that can be
washed at max. 60 °C

VitalWOOD
MASTERPIECE
The MASTERPIECE mattress representing
the royal category of the VitalWOOD
models guarantees, unique, outstanding
comfort and quality rest. In addition to
the organic, handmade, wooden,
electrosmog-free springs, it has a number
of special materials. Besides the natural

cellulose and cotton, hand-sewn mattress
cover, the air conditioning natural cotton
and wool, it also contains cembra pine
shavings referred to as the Queen of the
Alps as well as the 100% natural MAYAN
GREEN latex.
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VITALWOOD

VITALWOOD

®

VitalWOOD
TOPPERS
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VitalWOOD
TOPPERS

PERFECT SPRING
SOFT MALVAFOAM
TOPPER

BIOSPRING
POINT ELASTIC NATURAL
LATEX TOPPER

PRIME SPRING
100% NATURAL MAYAN
LATEX TOPPER

MASTERPIECE
NATURAL LATEX TOPPER
WITH ORGANIC WOOL

• 4 cm thick, coloured MalvaFoam core mixed with pressed vegetable oils
• 100% cotton interior lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness absorbing ROOT topper cover with good
ventilation, made with 30% cotton and 70% viscose, with a multi-layer
structure that can be washed at max. 60 °C

• 4 cm thick natural latex core
• 100% cotton interior lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness absorbing ROOT topper cover with good
ventilation, made with 30% cotton and 70% viscose, with a multi-layer
structure that can be washed at max. 60 °C

• 5 cm thick, 100% natural MAYAN latex core
• 100% cotton interior lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness absorbing, 100% cotton topper cover with
good ventilation that can be dry-cleaned

• 3 cm thick natural latex core
• 100% cotton interior lining
• antistatic, excellent wetness absorbing, 100% viscose topper cover with good
ventilation, stitched with 100% natural wool that can be washed at max. 30 °C
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VITALWOOD

®

VitalWOOD
TECHNICAL
DETAILS
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TECHNICAL
DETAILS

VitalWOOD®
CRADLE
BIO-BOXSPRING
BEDS

VITALWOOD

BED BOXES:

BED LEGS AVAILABLE:

BASIC DIMENSIONS:
90 x 200 cm / 100 x 200 cm / 120 x 200 cm / 140 x 200 cm
160 x 200 cm / 180 x 200 cm / 200 x 200 cm

8 x 8 x 15 cm, solid beech, oiled finish
10 x 10 x 12 cm, solid oak, oiled finish
10 x 10 x 15 cm, solid maple, oiled finish
10 x 10 x 21 cm, solid beech, oiled finish

The bed corpuses can also be ordered in different customized sizes.

HEIGHT: 20 cm / 25 cm / 30 cm
THICKNESS OF MATERIAL: 24 mm

OUR FURTHER OFFER:
stone pine, American and European walnut, white beech, mahogany
COATING SOLUTIONS: oiling, transparent painting, painting
The bed legs can also be ordered in different custom sizes.

HEADBOARDS:
BASIC DIMENSIONS:
WATTLE, AMIRA, PRESTIGE, LINE, SIMPLY, BOGEN, DOVE models
WIDTH: 90-100-120-140-160-180-200 cm
HEIGHT: 120-140-160 cm
ROMANTIC modell
WIDTH: 106-116-136-156-176-196-216 cm
HEIGHT: 130-150-170 cm

FABRICS:
BASIC OFFER:
• 100% natural material (60% cotton, 40% linen)
• stone-washed, worn design
• max. 30°C, can be washed and ironed
VitalWOOD CRADLE bio-boxspring beds are also manufactured with fabrics different from the ones displayed.

The bed headboards can also be ordered in different customized sizes.
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TECHNICAL
DETAILS

VITALWOOD

PERFECT SPRING
DETAILS:
SIZE (190/200 cm x)
WEIGHT:
THICKNESS:
NUMBER OF
WOODEN SPRINGS:
COVER:
WARRANTY:

80/90 cm
17 kg
22–23 cm

120/140 cm
23/26 kg
22–23 cm

BIOSPRING
160/180 cm
30/34 kg
22–23 cm

20
25/30
40
ROOT Exclusive (30% cotton, 70% viscose)
7 years
7 years
7 years

DETAILS:
SIZE (190/200 cm x)
WEIGHT:
THICKNESS:
NUMBER OF
WOODEN SPRINGS:
COVER:
WARRANTY:

80/90 cm
28 kg
22–23 cm

PRIME SPRING
120/140 cm
38/44 kg
22–23 cm

160/180 cm
50/56 kg
22–23 cm

20
25/30
40
ROOT Exclusive (30% cotton, 70% viscose)
7 years
7 years
7 years

DETAILS:
SIZE (190/200 cm x)
WEIGHT:
THICKNESS:
NUMBER OF
WOODEN SPRINGS:
COVER:
WARRANTY:

80/90 cm
32 kg
23–24 cm

MASTERPIECE
120/140 cm
43/49 kg
23–24 cm

20

25/30
40
LUGANO Natural (100% cotton)
7 years
7 years
7 years

PERFECT SPRING ROYAL

BIOSPRING ROYAL

PRIME SPRING ROYAL

DETAILS:
SIZE (190/200 cm x)
WEIGHT:
THICKNESS:

DETAILS:
SIZE (190/200 cm x)
WEIGHT:
THICKNESS:

DETAILS:
SIZE (190/200 cm x)
WEIGHT:
THICKNESS:

NUMBER OF
WOODEN SPRINGS:
COVER:
WARRANTY:
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80/90 cm
21 kg
27–28 cm

120/140 cm
28/32 kg
27–28 cm

160/180 cm
38/42 kg
27–28 cm

20
25/30
40
ROOT Exclusive (30% cotton, 70% viscose)
7 years
7 years
7 years

NUMBER OF
WOODEN SPRINGS:
COVER:
WARRANTY:

80/90 cm
35 kg
27-28 cm

120/140 cm
46/54 kg
27-28 cm

160/180 cm
63/70 kg
27-28 cm

20
25/30
40
ROOT Exclusive (30% cotton, 70% viscose)
7 years
7 years
7 years

NUMBER OF
WOODEN SPRINGS:
COVER:
WARRANTY:

160/180 cm
58/64 kg
23–24 cm

80/90 cm
41 kg
27–28 cm
20

120/140 cm
55/64 kg
27–28 cm

DETAILS:
SIZE (190/200 cm x)
WEIGHT:
THICKNESS:
NUMBER OF
WOODEN SPRINGS:
COVER:
WARRANTY:

80/90 cm
35 kg
27–28 cm

120/140 cm
46/54 kg
27–28 cm

160/180 cm
63/70 kg
27–28 cm

20
25/30
40
GLORIA EXCLUSIVE (100% natural viscose)
7 years
7 years
7 years

160/180 cm
74/82 kg
27–28 cm

25/30
40
LUGANO Natural (100% cotton)
7 years
7 years
7 years

VitalWOOD®
MATTRESSES
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VITALWOOD

VITALWOOD

®

VitalWOOD
PARTNERS AND CERTIFICATES
Test-No. D05-0212

OUR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IS
BASED ON THE MOST RECENT HEALTH,
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT
PROTECTION STANDARDS.
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100%
ORGANIC
LATEX

THE FLEXIBILITY AND DURABILITY OF
LATEX LAYERS IN THE VITALWOOD
MATTRESSES IS GUARANTEED BY THE
LGA QUALITEST.

100%
QUALITY

THE PRODUCT WAS PRODUCED IN
A MANUFACTURING FACILITY CERTIFIED
WITH ISO 9001:2009 STANDARD.

RESPONSIBLE SAFETY:
IN THE COURSE OF THE PRODUCTION WE
PUT GREAT EMPHASIS ON NOT ONLY THE
PRODUCT BUT THE CLEANLINESS AND
ENVIRONMENTALLY PROTECTIVE NATURE
OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS.

FI Hohenstein

VITALWOOD MATTRESSES ARE
MADE WITH TEXTILES WHICH
COMPLY WITH THE RIGOROUS ÖKO-TEX
CERTIFICATION SYSTEM.

THE OUTSTANDING QUALITY
AND LONG LIFE-SPAN OF THE VITALWOOD
MATTRESS FAMILY IS CERTIFIED BY THE
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED TÜV-SÜD.
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VitalWOOD products are manufactured by BIO-TEXTIMA, HUNGARY
H–9167 Bôsárkány, Ipar str. 1. / Tel.: +36 96 271 259 / Fax: +36 96 271 161 / Email: info@bio-textima.hu
www.bio-textima.hu / www.vitalwood.com

VitalWOOD METAL-FREE MATTRESSES and
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